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Abstract

Exploring the vicinity around a locus of a protein in sequence space may identify homologs with

enhanced properties, which could become valuable in biotechnical and other applications. A rational

approach to this pursuit is the use of ‘infologs’, i.e. synthetic sequences with specific substitutions

capturing maximal sequence information derived from the evolutionary history of the protein fam-

ily. Ninety-five such infolog genes of poplar glutathione transferase were synthesized and expressed

in Escherichia coli, and the catalytic activities of the proteins determined with alternative substrates.

Sequence–activity relationships derived from the infologs were used to design a second set of 47

infologs in which 90% of the members exceeded wild-type properties. Two mutants, C2 (V55I/E95D/

D108E/A160V) and G5 (F13L/C70A/G122E), were further functionally characterized. The activities of

the infologs with the alternative substrates 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene and phenethyl isothiocyan-

ate, subject to different chemistries, were positively correlated, indicating that the examined muta-

tions were affecting the overall catalytic competence without major shift in substrate discrimination.

By contrast, the enhanced protein expressivity observed in many of the mutants were not similarly

correlated with the activities. In conclusion, small libraries of well-defined infologs can be used to

systematically explore sequence space to optimize proteins in multidimensional functional space.
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Introduction

Enzymes have naturally evolved to acquire valuable functions
including high catalytic efficiencies in living systems. Crystal struc-
tures and computational studies have provided us with knowledge
about the reaction mechanisms and have identified critical active-site
residues that influence the functional properties. This knowledge has
enabled many research groups to use protein engineering methods
to tailor active sites of enzymes for altered efficiency, substrate speci-
ficity or other desired features (Norrgård et al., 2006; Laurino et al.,
2016). However, currently used methods are limited in efficacy due
to lack of solved protein structures and incomplete knowledge of the
intricacies of enzyme catalysis. Computational predictions of 3D

protein structures are less accurate, even though major advances are
being made (Huang et al., 2016; Tiwari, 2016). In many instances
protein engineering therefore requires strategies based on empirical
screening of small or large libraries of designed or random mutants.

Infologs are designed variants of a given gene where substitu-
tions are systematically incorporated to achieve a high information
content that enables modern machine-learning tools to deconvolute
sequence–activity relationships. The use of infologs is the basis of
our rational approach to protein engineering in which a matrix of
well-defined amino-acid substitutions are used to map the targeted
fitness landscape. By this approach libraries of <100 mutants are
characterized for functional properties of interest and serve as a
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basis for machine-learning tools to design a new generation of info-
logs based on empirical probing of the fitness landscape. The initial
set of infologs synthesized are designed to have the same (or a simi-
lar) number of substitutions (~3), and thereby probe regions at the
same (or approximately the same) Hamming distance from the refer-
ence locus in sequence space. Substitutions in the mutants are
selected from a pool of substitutions and each set of infologs is
designed such that several variants contain the same substitution
albeit in presence of different additional mutations. Thus, the func-
tional consequences of individual substitutions can be modeled and
quantitatively evaluated. In an early application to the engineering
of proteinase K based on a training set of 24 variants followed by
two sequential libraries, the enzymatic activity was increased 20-
fold by a mere 95 mutants in total (Liao et al., 2007). In another
investigation an infolog library based on 59 amino-acid substitu-
tions in a tau class glutathione transferase (GST) from wheat
afforded increased activity against most of a number of herbicides
tested (Govindarajan et al., 2015).

A recent study of tau class GSTU45 from poplar (Populus tri-
chocarpa), which was of interest as an enzyme inducible by 2,4,6-
trinitrotoluene (TNT), demonstrated that the enzyme had minimal
activity with 16 alternative substrates, including TNT, and only modest
activity with 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (CDNB), the standard GST
substrate (Musdal and Mannervik, 2015). Considering its structural
similarity to homologous GSTs displaying higher activity it was of
interest to find out if the functions of GSTU45 could be enhanced, in
support of the evolutionary principle that modest mutagenesis could
yield proteins with novel and useful properties. In the present investiga-
tion GSTU45 was therefore subjected to protein engineering based on
the infolog approach. The enzyme activity was primarily monitored by
CDNB and phenethyl isothiocyanate (PEITC), the latter substrate being
a natural product serving as an effective substrate for many GSTs
(Zhang et al., 2015). In addition, the catalytic function with TNT,
structurally similar to CDNB, was tested. Two of the second-
generation mutants with enhanced functions were characterized and
found to have elevated activities with additional substrates.

Materials and Methods

Expression and purification of poplar GSTU45 variants

Gene sequences encoding wild-type poplar GSTU45 and variants
thereof were codon-optimized for high-level expression in Escherichia
coli BL21 by ATUM (Newark, CA) using the codon optimization
algorithm described by Gustafsson et al. (2012). The genes were
designed to encode N-terminal His6 to enable efficient purification,
and inserted behind the inducible T5 promoter in the pJ401 expres-
sion vector (Kanr, high copy number) by ATUM (Newark, CA). All
constructs were expressed in 150ml LB culture medium at 30°C and
purified using pre-packed Ni-Sepharose His GraviTrap affinity col-
umns (GE Healthcare) as described before (Kolm et al., 1995a;
Musdal and Mannervik, 2015). Purified enzymes were dialyzed
against 10mM Tris–HCl pH 7.8, 1mM EDTA, 0.2mM dithiothrei-
tol and mixed with glycerol to a final concentration of 20% (v/v).
Proteins were aliquoted and stored with marginal decrease of enzym-
atic activity at 5°C as well as at −80°C (data not shown).

Measurement of GST activities

Enzymatic activities were measured with the standard GST substrate
CDNB, the naturally occurring substrates PEITC and benzyl isothio-
cyanate (BITC), as well as with cumene hydroperoxide (CuOOH)

using a Shimadzu UV-2501 PC spectrophotometer. Absorbance
change was monitored in 1-ml quartz cuvettes using 0.1M sodium
phosphate buffer pH 6.5 (pH 7.0 for CuOOH) containing 1mM
EDTA for 1min at 30°C. Activities were based on initial rates cor-
rected for the non-enzymatic reactions and using the molar extinction
coefficients of substrates at selected wavelengths. Assay conditions with
minor modifications (Musdal and Mannervik, 2015) were as previ-
ously described: for CDNB (Habig et al., 1974); for PEITC and BITC
(Kolm et al., 1995); for TNT (Mazari and Mannervik, 2016); and for
CuOOH (Lawrence and Burk, 1976).

Determination of steady-state kinetic parameters

Steady-state kinetic measurements of GSTs with CDNB, PEITC and
CuOOH as varied substrates were made under the same conditions
as used for specific activity determinations. Measurements were
made using at least six different concentrations of substrate and a
fixed concentration of GSH. In the experiments CDNB was used in
the range of 0.025–2mM with 5mM GSH, PEITC was used in the
range of 0.0125–1mM with 1mM GSH, and CuOOH was used in
the range of 0.025–6mM with 1mM GSH. In all assays the content
of the solvents ethanol (5%, v/v) and acetonitrile (0.5%, v/v) used to
dissolve substrates had no effect on enzyme activity. All measure-
ments were performed at least in triplicate.

Kinetic parameters Vmax and Km were obtained by nonlinear
regression analysis of the initial rates using GraphPad Prism soft-
ware. The kcat values were calculated from Vmax values based on the
mass of the dimer.

Sequence alignment and structure modeling

The crystal structure 4J2F available in Protein Data Bank (PDB) was
used for modeling of the C2 and G5 mutant proteins. The amino
acid sequences were aligned with Clustal omega software for com-
parison with GSTU45 (Sievers and Higgins, 2014). Chimera soft-
ware was used for modeling the protein structures (Pettersen et al.,
2004). Modeled structures of C2 and G5 were matched with the
previously published model of GSTU45 (Musdal and Mannervik,
2015) and possible interactions with S-(p-nitrobenzyl)glutathione
ligand in the mutant active sites were determined.

Results

GSTU45 infolog set

Recently two members of the extensive GSTome of poplar (P. tri-
chocarpa), GSTU45 and GSTU16, were heterologously expressed
and characterized. They had previously been found to be inducible
by the explosive 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) and were of interest for
their possible contribution to the biotransformation of this toxic
compound (Brentner et al., 2008). However, neither of the enzymes
showed noteworthy activity with TNT, and GSTU45 was also com-
paratively inefficient with a variety of alternative substrates, whereas
GSTU16 displayed good activity with BITC and PEITC (Musdal
and Mannervik, 2015).

Starting with wild-type GSTU45, we obtained the multiple
sequence alignment and a phylogenetic tree of all homologs found
in the Genbank non-redundant protein database using the BLAST
algorithm. The alignment was used to enumerate all possible
changes that can be made to GSTU45 that are seen from the align-
ments. These changes were then scored based on the pattern of con-
vergence and divergence on the tree and ranked for adaptability
score (Liao et al., 2007; Ehren et al., 2008). The top 57 were chosen
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to be included in the GSTU45 infolog set, which was constructed to
consist of independently designed synthetic DNA sequences derived
from the GSTU45 gene (see Supplementary Table 1). The substitu-
tions were systematically incorporated to maximize information
content and devised for optimal diversity distribution to maximize
search efficiency (Govindarajan et al., 2015). This primary set of
GSTU45 infologs comprised the wild-type enzyme (219 amino acids
preceded by N-terminal MHHHHHH) and 95 infologs, each info-
log containing three specified amino acid substitutions from the top
57, distributed across 45 sites in the sequence. In eight positions two
and in two positions three alternative substitutions were introduced.
Accordingly, the total number of positions explored in sequence
space was >3 × 1015 (235 × 38 × 42). The substitutions were made in
combinations such that the mutant matrix contained each mutation
evenly distributed and in distinct but orthologous sequence contexts in
order to maximize the information content. By this fractional factorial
design the experimental data obtained could be evaluated quantita-
tively and the weight of each substitution to every measured experi-
mental data point calculated.

Synthesis, purification and activity measurement

of GSTU45 infologs

DNA encoding each member of the designed infologs was synthe-
sized with an N-terminal His6-tag for heterologous expression in E.
coli, and the expressed protein was purified via IMAC (Porath et al.,
1975) using Ni-Sepharose. SDS-PAGE demonstrated the purity of
the proteins and the expected molecular mass of the GST subunits
of approximately 25 kDa (Fig. 1).

Each of the 95 purified mutant proteins was tested for activity
with three alternative substrates (Fig. 2). CDNB and PEITC were
two of the favored substrates of the wild-type GSTU45, and TNT
was of interest from the phytoremediation perspective. The majority
(>90%) of the GSTU45 variants demonstrated measureable activ-
ities with CDNB and PEITC, but no statistically significant activity

was found with TNT as substrate. Determination of the protein con-
centration of the purified enzyme variants allowed calculation of the
specific activities. With CDNB 35% and with PEITC 53% of the
infologs scored higher specific activity than wild-type GSTU45.
The specific activities were individually modeled as a function of the
substitutions by linear regression. The results provide relative weights
of each substitution for activity with CDNB as well as with PEITC
(Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 2). An obvious positive correlation
between the weights for the activities with CDNB and PEITC was
noted, such that favorable mutations for one substrate were also
favorable for the other substrate.

Second-generation infolog library

All the mutations shown with positive weights for both substrates in
Fig. 3 were used in different combinations with other substitutions
to construct a new library of GSTU45 mutants. The design of the
library was based on the principles and machine-learning algorithms
earlier described (Govindarajan et al., 2015). A total of 47 GSTU45
variants displayed 25 selected amino-acid substitutions. The number
of mutations in a given variant ranged from one, as in mutant M69I
or mutant E122G, to five as in, e.g. mutant K29R/M69I/C110I/
N123E/V160A.

The members of the second infolog set were expressed and puri-
fied to homogeneity as described earlier in yields ranging from 0.4
to 10mg/ml.

The activities of the proteins were measured with the GST sub-
strates CDNB and PEITC. With the exception of three proteins, all
the infologs showed increased specific activity with both substrates
compared to wild-type GSTU45. Among the infologs showing the
most prominent specific activities and also being expressed at a high
level were mutants C2 and G5, which were obtained in stock solu-
tions of C2 (4.1 mg/ml) and G5 (4.9 mg/ml), with a total of more
than 20mg of each protein. The only differences from wild-type
GSTU45 were that C2 has four substitutions (V55I/E95D/D108E/
A160V) and G5 has three substitutions (F13L/C70A/G122E) away
from wild-type (Fig. 4). These two infologs were chosen for further
analysis by means of kinetic measurements and modeling studies.

Molecular properties and homology modeling of GST

variants

The subunit molecular masses and isoelectric points of the homodi-
meric mutants C2 and G5, respectively, were calculated (http://web.
expasy.org/compute_pi/) as 25 336 and 25 378 and 6.03 and 6.36.
Both mutant proteins have 226 amino acid residues per subunit
(including the His6-tag) like the wild-type GSTU45.

Fig. 1 Representative SDS-PAGE analysis of purified poplar GST45 variants

stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Mr markers (lane 1 left), C2 (lane 2)

and G5 (lane 3) are shown with an arrow indicating 25 kDa

Fig. 2 Structures of alternative GST substrates used. PEITC, phenethyl iso-

thiocyanate; CDNB, 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene; TNT, 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene;

arrows mark the sites of attack by the second substrate glutathione
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Crystal structures of tau class GSTs in the PDB consistently
show homodimeric proteins with a highly conserved glutathione-
binding site (G-site) and a more variable site for electrophilic sub-
strates (H-site). Blasting the amino acid sequences of C2 and G5
gave the highest score with a tau class GST from Ricinus communis
(PDB designation 4J2F) with sequence identities of 54.0 and 53.1%,
respectively. Homology models of C2 and G5 were obtained on the
basis of the 4J2F crystal structure (Fig. 5). The 4J2F structure lacks
an active-site ligand, but the previously published model of GSTU45
(Musdal and Mannervik, 2015) shows the ligand S-(p-nitrobenzyl)
glutathione occupying both the G-site and the H-site. Matching the
GSTU45 structure to the models using Chimera indicated the likely
binding mode of this ligand in the modeled C2 and G5 structures.

The modeled subunit structures show that all the mutations in
C2 and G5 are located remote from the G- and H-sites. Figure 5C
shows the ligand in the active site cavity in a surface representation
of a subunit of the C2 model. The functional enzyme is a dimer, and
the novel residues Val55 and Asp108 marked in Fig. 5C face the
neighboring subunit. However, based on comparison with the crys-
tallographic dimeric structure of the homologous 4J2F, the mutated

residues do not contact the other subunit and are distant from the
active site of the neighboring subunit. The other mutated residues
Glu95 and Ala160 are further away from the subunit interface as
well as from the active site.

In mutant G5 two residues, Phe13 and Cys70, rest on the β-sheet
buried below helix α2. Their side chains are pointing towards this
helix, which is known to be relatively flexible in GSTs (Hitchens
et al., 2001). The third residue, Gly122, is located in the N-terminus
of helix α5 in another mobile region at the surface of the protein
molecule. None of the mutated residues in G5 are close the subunit
interface.

Substrate specificities and steady-state kinetics of the

C2 and G5 mutants

Five substrates were used to compare the specific activities of the
two selected variants with the wild-type GSTU45: CDNB, undergo-
ing aromatic substitution by glutathione; PEITC and BITC, occur-
ring in cruciferous plants, forming thiocarbamates with glutathione;
and CuOOH, an oxidant being reduced by glutathione. In addition,

Fig. 3 Substitution weights calculated for CDNB (A) and for PEITC (B) based on the primary infolog library. Diamonds indicate mean values with standard devia-

tions obtained using a machine-learning algorithm (Liao et al., 2007). See Supplementary Table 2 for the data behind the figures

GSTU45 MHHHHHHAEVKLLGAWGSPF SRRVEMALKLKGVEYEYIDE DLANKSPLLLKYNPIHKKVP
C2 MHHHHHHAEVKLLGAWGSPF SRRVEMALKLKGVEYEYIDE DLANKSPLLLKYNPVHKKVP
G5 MHHHHHHAEVKLFGAWGSPF SRRVEMALKLKGVEYEYIDE DLANKSPLLLKYNPIHKKVP

************:******* ******************** **************:*****

GSTU45 VLLHNGKTMAESLVILEYID ETWKSNPILPEDPYDKAMAR FWAKFIDEKCMPAIWQIMLS
C2 VLLHNGKTMAESLVILEYID ETWKSNPILPEDPYEKAMAR FWAKFIDDKCMPAIWQIMLS
G5 VLLHNGKTMCESLVILEYID ETWKSNPILPEDPYDKAMAR FWAKFIDEKCMPAIWQIMLS

*********.********** **************:***** *******:************

GSTU45 KENEREKAIEEAIQHLKTLE NELKDKKFFGGETIGLVDIV ANFIGFWLGAAQEATGMELV
C2 KENEREKAIEEAIQHLKTLE NELKDKKFFGGETIGLVDIA ANFIGFWLGAAQEATGMELV
G5 KGNEREKAIEEAIQHLKTLE NELKDKKFFGGETIGLVDIV ANFIGFWLGAAQEATGMELV

* ****************** *******************. ********************

GSTU45 NKERFPVLCKWIDEYANCSV VKENLPPRDKLIAFLRPRLS ASSWKY
C2 NKERFPVLCKWIDEYANCSV VKENLPPRDKLIAFLRPRLS ASSWKY
G5 NKERFPVLCKWIDEYANCSV VKENLPPRDKLIAFLRPRLS ASSWKY

******************** ******************** ******

Fig. 4 Sequence alignment of poplar GST45 with the C2 and G5 mutants selected from the second-generation infolog library. Mutated residues are indicated

without asterisk (*). Residues in the H-site, based on the position of S-(p-nitrobenzyl)glutathione in the homologous GSTU45 structure are indicated in light

shading.
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TNT, an environmental pollutant, was tested without demonstrating
noteworthy activity.

Table I shows a comparison of specific activities of the two
mutants and wild-type GSTU45. Mutant G5 is the most active with
CDNB (13-fold higher than the wild-type activity), BITC (150-fold),
and CuOOH (12-fold). By contrast, mutant C2 shows the highest
increase of activity with PEITC (15-fold). C2, like G5, demonstrated
a remarkable elevation of the activity with BITC (100-fold). Overall,
the specific activities of C2 and G5 were similar and in a ratio of
≤ 2.5. It is also noteworthy that the observed expressivity of C2 and
G5 in E. coli is 6–7-fold higher than that noted with the wild-type
protein. This could be an effect of increased expression, increased
solubility and/or increased stability.

Steady-state kinetic measurements were performed using the sub-
strates CDNB, PEITC and CuOOH with a fixed concentration of
GSH (Table II and Supplementary Fig. 1). The kcat values largely
reflect the elevated specific activities, as expected. However, the Km

values for CDNB are higher than for the wild-type GSTU45,
whereas the Km values of C2 and G5 for PEITC and CuOOH are
significantly lower in comparison with those for wild-type GSTU45.

The majority of the mutants (77%) were expressed at levels
above the GSTU45 wild-type level, but the substitutions that pro-
moted enhanced expression were generally not the same as those
enhancing CDNB or PEITC activity. Models were calculated for
each of the three variables to obtain weights of the individual substi-
tutions analyzed in the second infolog set. The data form a rectangu-
lar 25 × 3 matrix containing information about the effects of the
substitutions. A Gabriel biplot can be used to illustrate the relation-
ships between the rows and columns in matrices (Gabriel, 1971),
and Fig. 6 shows a biplot of weights for the two substrates as well
as for expressivity. The weights are depicted as vectors as are the
two activities and the expression yield. Thus, the biplot demon-
strates the influence of the 25 substitutions on the activities and on
the expression in the infolog library. Clearly, the CDNB and PEITC
activities are similarly affected by the mutations, whereas the expres-
sivity is influenced differently.

Discussion

A myriad of diverse chemical reactions take place in biological organ-
isms, and more or less all of them are enabled by the evolution of
enzymes. It could therefore be proposed that new designed protein
catalysts could be created for a wealth of novel chemical transfor-
mations that do not occur in Nature (Arnold, 2015; Obexer et al.,

2017). Such designer enzymes have value in both basic and applied
research. However, the problem is how the protein polypeptide
chains should be synthesized from amino acids in order to obtain a
properly folded structure with the desired functions. Sequence space
is essentially unlimited and catalytically active polypeptides are out-
standingly rare. However, the sequences of naturally occurring
enzymes help to identify areas in the multidimensional space where
proteins can fold into biologically active structures. Searches of sub-
spaces around such areas have repeatedly proven successful in
enhancing protein functions and creating new activities. In protein
engineering different approaches have been used ranging from
introducing random mutations to the parent structure (Copp et al.,
2014) to recombination of related sequences by DNA shuffling
(Stemmer, 1994) or other methods (Acevedo-Rocha et al., 2014;
Obexer et al., 2016). When the 3D structure of the parent protein is
known, mechanistic considerations and computational approaches
can guide site-specific mutations, but the predictive power is still
limited by incomplete understanding of transition states and reac-
tion trajectories.

In general, it would appear that the creation and screening of
mutants not too distant from the parental sequence is a worthwhile
general approach to protein engineering. However, the construction of
libraries of such mutants involves considerations of the optimal num-
ber and variability of the members. Random empirical screening of
large mutant libraries may be tedious and time-consuming and require
expenditure of valuable materials. A rational approach based on ana-
lysis of homologous sequences, synthetic genes and machine learning
from small informative libraries has proven effective in optimizing
the engineering of several enzymes Tritirachium album proteinase K
(Liao et al., 2007; Ehren et al., 2008; Midlefort et al., 2013;

Fig. 5 Homology models of the subunits of the C2 (A) and G5 (B) mutants of poplar GSTU45. The substitutions Val55Ile/Glu95Asp/Asp108Glu/Ala160Val in (A)

and Phe13Leu/Cys70Ala/Gly122Glu in (B) are marked and labeled. The active-site ligand S-(p-nitrobenzyl)glutathione is rendered (in the on-line version) in yel-

low with oxygen and nitrogen atoms in red and blue, respectively. Panel (C) shows the surface facing the neighboring subunit of the C2 homodimer with the

two mutated residues marked

Table I. Specific activities of poplar GSTU45 and mutants C2 and

G5 with alternative substrates. Values are means ± SD obtained

from at least three different measurements

Substrates Specific activities (μmol/min per mg)

GSTU45a C2 G5

CDNB 3.32 ± 0.20 17.1 ± 0.1 43.1 ± 2.2
PEITC 0.43 ± 0.04 6.4 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.3
BITC 0.074 ± 0.04 7.6 ± 1.1 10.8 ± 0.8
CuOOH 0.03 ± 0.002 0.29 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.02
TNT <0.1 × 10–4 <0.1 × 10–4 <0.1 × 10–4

aData from Musdal and Mannervik (2015).
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Govindarajan et al., 2015). By this approach the synthetic variants
of the parental gene were designed to contain substitutions of amino
acids identified in corresponding positions of homologous primary
structures. The mutants are information-rich with respect to the
desired function and are called infologs (Govindarajan et al., 2015).
The functional outcome of the selected substitutions provide quanti-
tative information in each position, which allows design and execu-
tion of new rounds of synthesis and testing of improved variants. In
the present investigation the infolog approach was adopted to
enhance the catalytic activity of a GST from P. trichocarpa.

GSTU45 from P. trichocarpa was previously found to have very
modest catalytic activities with a variety of conventional GST sub-
strates (Musdal and Mannervik, 2015). Particular interest was direc-
ted to its potential activity with TNT in relation to phytoremediation
(Tzafestas et al., 2017). The present investigation was undertaken to
find out to what extent the feeble activities of GSTU45 could be
enhanced by protein engineering based on the infolog approach.

In the first mutant library each of the 95 infologs contained three
defined point mutations. The properties of the mutants consequently
sampled the information content at equal Hamming distances of
three units from the wild-type in sequence space. The 45 positions
mutated (some with alternative replacements) were based on substi-
tutions identified in homologous amino acid sequences in GenBank
and were distributed over the native primary structure consisting of
219 residues. In total 57 replacements were created including a few
positions in which two or three alternative substitutions were intro-
duced (e.g. Cys110Ile and Cys110Val). Each of the 95 mutant pro-
teins was purified and tested for activity with CDNB, TNT and
PEITC. With CDNB 35% and with PEITC 53% of the mutants
scored higher activity than the wild-type GSTU45 activity. No reli-
able enzyme activity with TNT was observed.

Based on the results derived from the first infolog library, 25
amino acid substitutions were selected to construct a second set of
47 mutants to be compared with wild-type GSTU45. The expressed

mutant proteins were again assayed with CDNB and PEITC, and
the expression levels were also determined. With the exception of
three for CDNB and two for PEITC all the mutants demonstrated
significantly higher activity than the wild-type enzyme. As in the
case of the first library, none of the mutants showed reliable activity
with TNT. Modeling of the data from the second library again
demonstrated that overall the substitutions promoting CDNB activ-
ity similarly promoted PEITC activity (Fig. 7). However, in one case
(Ala15Phe) the positive effect (weight ± SD, 0.565 ± 0.077) prefer-
entially affected the activity with PEITC.

Notably, the activities with two additional substrates, BITC and
CuOOH, were enhanced in a similar way as those with CDNB and
PEITC, as demonstrated with the two mutants C2 and G5. The most
dramatic increase was noted with BITC, with activities elevated 100-
fold in C2 and 150-fold in G5, but from a 6-fold lower wild-type
value than the related isothiocyanate substrate PEITC (Table II). All
in all, the substrates represent three types of reactions: double-bond
addition (BITC and PEITC), hydroperoxide reduction (CuOOH) and
aromatic substitution (CDNB). None of the different reaction types is
selectively enhanced, with the exception of A15F, showing that the
chosen mutations promote a general increase of activity.

The substitutions that enhance activity are all located far away
from the bound substrates and do not introduce any catalytic func-
tionalities. Their effects consequently are indirect and possibly involve
parameters such as conformation and flexibility of the protein. It is
noteworthy that the enhanced activities in most GST variants are not
accompanied by significantly altered substrate selectivity. In particu-
lar, activity with TNT did not rise above the current level of detection
in our assay. This outcome could be explained by the fact that the
infologs in our design did not target the active-site residues, but other
residues known from homologous GST proteins to be mutable.
Substantial changes in substrate selectivities obtained by mutations of
substrate-contacting amino acids (Nilsson et al., 2000; Pettersson
et al., 2002; Ivarsson et al., 2003; Norrgård et al., 2006; Blikstad
et al., 2008; Shokeer and Mannervik, 2010) suggest the prospect of

Fig. 7 Substitution weights for CDNB (x-axis) plotted against substitution

weights for PEITC (y-axis) calculated from assays of the second-generation

infolog library. The numbering of the substitutions includes the N-terminal

His6-sequence

Fig. 6 Gabriel biplot demonstrating the interdependence of the 25 amino acid

substitutions in the second-generation GSTU45 infolog library and their effects

(dashed arrows) on catalytic activity with CDNB and PEITC as well as the expres-

sivity of the protein. A linear PLS (mean-centered) model was fitted to each of

the three dependent variables and the resulting 25 × 3 matrix of weights was

represented as vectors, which in the graph are projected in two dimensions fol-

lowing singular value decomposition (Gabriel,1971). The axes are unit-less. The

2D representation accounted for 94% of the variance in the analysis
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altering the substrate selectivity also of GSTU45. Incisive application
of the infolog approach to the H-site residues may be similarly effect-
ive for this purpose as in boosting existing activities as shown in the
present investigation.

In summary, we demonstrate that the design of a very limited
number of informative-rich gene variants enable rapid and efficient
engineering of proteins with increased functional activities as well as
identifying residues critical for the orthologous beneficial property
of increased expression yield.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available at Protein Engineering, Design & Selection
online.
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Table II. Steady-state-kinetic parameters of GSTU45 and mutants C2 and G5.

h GSTU45 C2 G5

Km (mM) kcat (s
−1) kcat/Km

(mM s)−1
Km (mM) kcat (s

−1) kcat/Km

(mM s)−1
Km (mM) kcat (s

−1) kcat/Km

(mM s)−1

CDNB 0.29 ± 0.10 5.30 ± 0.53 18.3 ± 6.8 1.55 ± 0.21 51.3 ± 3.8 33.1 ± 5.2 0.39 ± 0.03 66.6 ± 1.7 170 ± 15
PEITC 0.036 ± 0.006 0.14 ± 0.01 3.75 ± 0.66 0.01 ± 0.001 4.97 ± 0.10 522 ± 59 0.013 ± 0.001 2.59 ± 0.06 194 ± 21
CuOOH 4.85 ± 1.20 0.27 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.02 3.42 ± 0.23 1.10 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.02 1.95 ± 0.16 1.0 ± 0.03 0.51 ± 0.04

Initial rates were determined with varying concentration of substrates at a fixed concentration of GSH and the experimental data were analyzed using nonlinear
regression. The experimental data are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.
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